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City of St. Louis 
Police Commissioner Forums 

Wall Mural Responses 

 
What one or two priorities must the new police chief address in the first six months? 

 Know and understand the richness of our community – blue city in a red state; be comfortable with a diverse 
female power structure 

 Overcome historical urban obstacles and develop new, successful policies 

 Join the police unions 

 Address the inequity of treatment between communities; marginalized communities aren’t treated with 
respect and dignity 

 Create an atmosphere of trust between citizens and police, especially within minority communities 

 Establish equitable use of force through policy and officer monitoring and accountability 

 Address racial disparities and racism in policing (2) 

 Implement true community policing program and ensure all PD employees attend implicit bias and de-
escalation training 

 Work on racial tensions within the police department 

 Ensure police are accountable to all communities 

 Change police culture (the thin blue line) 

 Admit wrongs and address them honestly and directly 

 Stop criminalizing unhoused people 

 Work with City government and neighborhoods to eliminate 2-tiered law enforcement that has developed 
due to proliferation of special taxing districts and private security companies 

 Create a citizens’ review board 

 Read Rise of the Warrior Cup and apply what is stated in the last chapter 

 Address gun violence through equitable measures 

 Solve some murders 

 Address problem property crimes (shootings, drug dealing, burglaries) 

 Set firm maximum number of hours that officers can work daily and weekly (should also consider secondary 
work) 

 Implement a policy of transparency 

 Improve diversity in ranks; police officers should look like the community being served (2) 

 Motivate current staff and recruit additional officers to reflect community 

 Conduct succession planning 

 Improve communication between police and residents 

 Pay! 

 Stop jailing poor people in the workhouse; close the workhouse 

 Divert funds from jailing people that commit low level crimes to community services (housing, rehab, 
advocacy) 

 Enforce ethics policies; create higher expectation for police officers to not overlook misconduct 

 Recognize and reward good policing; make it uncomfortable for officers exhibiting poor policing practices by 
enforcing code of conduct 

 Better use of police manpower; distribute [officers] among districts vs. offices 

 Better training of manpower – in smaller intra districts 
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What hasn’t been working with police/community relationships and how have you been hurt or impacted? 

 Not Working: Lack of police accountability; residents not being heard by police 
Pain: When black people (anyone) are killed and police are allowed to keep their jobs and even promoted, it 
reinforces that black lives don’t matter only blue lives 
 

 Not Working: Police department isn’t representative of the community; more officers should represent 
African Americans, females and LGBTQs 
Pain: There is no empathy for those who look or act differently 
 

 Not Working: Slow response time 
Pain: Criminals have more time for their actions 
 

 Not Working: Breakdown between police and community 
Pain: [I’m] not a victim of police brutality myself but [I’m] afraid to call 911 because it might get out of hand; 
[I’m] afraid police will escalate unnecessarily 
 

 Not Working: Escalation of situations 
Pain: Fear to call police…witnessing community harmed by police 
 

 Not Working: [Police are] too quick to react in a violent manner 
Pain: Fear and anger 

 

 Not Working: Less visibility of officers patrolling; redistricting with sub stations 
Pain: Feeling vulnerable for the first time in a city I’ve spent all my life 
 

 Not Working: Shooting people and using broken window policing 
Pain: Seeing my students treated badly by police 
 

 Not Working: Failure to follow through with community recommendations 
Pain: My neighborhood suffers with poor quality of life 

 

 Not Working: Disrespect for citizens and inequitable protection in black communities 
Pain: Feeling unsafe and needed to move away from City because my house was shot up (9 bullets) and God 
saved me 
 

 Not Working: SLMPD hasn’t manned community engagement like enforcement division 
Pain: No answer provided 
 

 Not Working: Racial profiling 
Pain: I’m white…so watching it and seeing it, I can do nothing to change it 
 

 Not Working: Bullying 
Pain: No answer provided 
 

 Not Working: Police don’t know the communities they serve and they profile people who look differently 
Pain: No answer provided 
 

 Not Working: Over policing of black communities and individuals 
Pain: No answer provided 
 

 Not Working: Harassing and criminalizing the homeless 
Pain: No answer provided 
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How can we (police, residents, government and other interested entities) bring trust, healing and cohesion 
between the public and the police?  

 Can act with integrity, emphasize communication and shared experiences, practice accountability from both 
the department and residents, respect differences, unite police department and look for innovative ways to 
address issues 

 Have to listen! Realize that we are different and get over it and get to action 

 Should tear down barriers and build relationships 

 Need lots of positive interactions 

 Need to stop racial profiling (2) 

 Need to stop hiring criminal cops 

 Need to all be more engaged 

 Need community based policing 

 Need social workers and community liaisons that are in the neighborhoods, creating relationships, serving 
needs, not just enforcing; we need less strength and firepower and more listening and community building. 
TRUST!! 

 Can address systemic racism throughout all institutions (2) 

 Should have more opportunities for positive interactions 

 Should have more private sector sponsored activities to “blend” 

 References to police only…the police 
o Need to stop killing and shooting black men and women, especially by white officers 
o Cease viewing residents as occupied hostile population or source of revenue; demonstrate 

accountability for wrongdoing 
o Have transparency and accountability 
o Stop shooting people and over policing communities of color 
o Know the communities by walking the beat 
o Need to stop killing citizens and non-citizens 

 


